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SWIVEL SPOUT
pulls out for easy cleaning

SOAP DISPENSER
available cleaning solution

BACK SPLASH PLATE
protects against spilling

DEEP CLEANING SINK
wash all sizes of bottles

HIGH GRADE STAINLESS STEEL
sanitary, clean, long lasting

HIGH GRADE FAUCET 
large water opening

CS-1 Bottle Wash Sink

Attractively positioned in a clean room, the CS-1 Wash
Sink is used to manually clean bottles prior to pure 
water filling. 

A bottle is placed in the deep sink.  A washing solution is
located in the soap dispenser. The required amount of
washing solution is sprayed on a cloth.  The bottle is
wiped down.  Following washing, the pull out swivel faucet
sprays down all outside areas of the bottle.  The bottle is
now ready to be cleaned on the inside and filled with 
pure water.

A 6" splash guard protects against spillage and any over
flow of water is gathered quickly and disposed of down
the drain.

The CS-1 Bottle Wash Sink is constructed of high grade
stainless steel and is manufactured as a countertop to be
positioned on a customer designed lower cabinet.  It is an
economically priced product that allows any bottled water
business to enter into the market of cleaning and filling
bottles for the bottled water delivery market.  

(shown with lower cabinet)

Dimensions: 24 3/16” (61.44cm) w x 2” (5.08cm) h x 24 7/16” (62.07cm) d 
Splash Guard: 6” (15.24cm)    

Weight: 25lbs

All specifications are subject to change without notice.
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For more information on our full line of water treatment and bottle water equipment including dispensers,small bottle fillers,
washers and accessories contact us at (780) 349-4933 or check out our website at www.precisioncanada.com

The CS-1 Bottle Wash Sink is a market entry product designed to meet the requirements of cleaning the outside of a
bottle. The CS-1 fits nicely into a back room location and is easily operated by one person. The CS-1 is more than a sink;

it includes all the features that make it easy to clean the outside of a bottle. 

EASY TO OPERATE
1 person required

SOAP DISPENSER
fill as required

BACK SPLASH PLATE
prevents water spillage

PULLOUT SWIVEL SPOUT
reaches all sides 

of bottle

COUNTERTOP ONLY
fits 24”counter base

MODULAR DESIGN
add on another product

316 GRADE SINK 
resists harsh chemicals

HIGH GRADE FAUCET
large opening




